Martha Alday Papers (SC140)

Introduction

The Martha Alday Papers consist of three letters written by Alday to her mother and Rosanah Dixon. The letters describe events, the activities of relatives and neighbors, and Alday's family's financial situation.

Descriptive Summary

Title: Martha Alday Papers  
Dates: Unknown  
Size: 0.01 linear feet, 1 folder  
Collection Number: SC140

Donor Information

Found in collection

Citation Note

Martha Alday Papers (SC140), Missouri Valley Special Collections, Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri.

Biographical/Historical Sketch

Martha Alday lived in LaCygne, Kansas. Alday's letters discuss a future visit from her sister, Mary, events, the activities of relatives and neighbors, and her family's troubling financial situation.

Scope and Content Note

This collection contains three letters written by Martha Alday. Two of the letters are addressed to her mother and dated February 1 and March 3. A third letter is addressed to Rosanah Dixon, but is not dated. The letters do not indicate what year they were written. Two of the letters appear to contain writing and drawings by a child.
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